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1. The types of information systems aren the Diagnostic information is defrned as, (2 marks)
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A) What would happen if and exceedingly valuable with desirable outcomes.

nj Wnat is condition of a design and it describes the state of the work'

C) What is wrong condition, ih".. is measured as the disparity between what is and what ought to be.

ni Wnat should 6e done and evaluation of the outcomes for the basis of making decision.

2.Theinformation are recorded into computer, Model base related to, (2 marks)

A) Financial transactions, production, marketing records, the resource base, research and weather data'

B) The component of the ryrt"- that relate to operational, tactical and sffategic decisions.

C) The management system is the bridge between database and model base components.

pi 1'ne ,yrt"* that assist the decision maker in making more efficient and effective use.

3. Classification of information systems of Human Resources is, (2 marks)

A) The systems deal with the planning, development, production and services with controlling the flow of

production
B) The systems that help the firm identify customers for the firm's products; develop products and services to

meet customer's needs'
C) The systems keep track money owed the firm, design the firm's portfolio, prepare short-term budgets, and

plan long-term Profits.
D) The systems that maintain employee records, track employee skills, job performance, training, and support

- 
plannlng for employee compensation and cilfeer development.

4. The kinds of information systems supporting the managers at 4levels, the Strategic level (2 marks)

A) Is served bY senior managers'
B) Is served bY middle managers.
C) Is served by knowledge and data workers'

D) Is served by operational managers.

5. operations Research involves the development and analysis; Problem Formulation are (2 marks)

A) Describe the system, assumptions with various variables, constraints and performance selection.

ni n fairly large iata base is nieded and avoids the possibility of data collection elrors'

Ci rne proUt"- must be translated from verbal, qualitative terms to logical, quantitative terms.

oj Representations of real objects or situation baied on key assumptions, estimates, or statistical analyses.

6. The dimensions of quality can be described as; Durability is meaning (2 marks)

A) Will the product do the intended job?

B) How often does the Product fail?
C) How long does the Product last?
D) How easy is it to repair the product?
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7. Quality means fitness; the Quality of Design means

A) The products and qervices must meet the requirements of those who use them.

ni eff goods and services are produced in various grades or levels of quality'

C) May be several types of physical, sensofy, and time orientation.

D) Improving the service process and reduction of wasted, effort and expense.

8. Quality Inversely Proportional to Variability, Quality Problems means

For the following objective function and constraints, draw the graph of linear

feasible region, (U) ttre attractive corners and the objective function of Z at each

of.Z.

A) Unwanted parameters, harmful and design differences'

B) Reducing of variabilitY.
Cj rewer r"puirr and warranty claims means less rework and the reduction of wasted time, effort, and money.

D; Discoveith" 
"oorr, 

mistake and the correctionbf which requires effort and expense.

9. Quatity engineering terminology, Sensory is (2 marks)

A) The set of length, weight, voltage, and viscosity'

B) The set oftaste, appearance, and color.
C) The set of reliability, durability, and serviceability'
Oi 1'ne set of operational, managgrial, and engineering activities to ensure that the quality characteristics of a

product are at the nominal levels'

10. Statistical quality controll Control Chart is, (2 marks)

A) A number of statistical and analyical tools are useful in analyzing quality problems and improving the

performance of Processes. , a ,
B) bne of the primary techniques of statistical process control and the conffol limits are determined.

Cj Reducing variability to the level at which failure or defects are extremely unlikely

D-) Simply the arithmetic mean of the data number observations.

E) Maximizing desired variables and minimizing undesired ones.

Part II: Problems Solvine

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

programming and find, (a) the
corner, and (C) the best solution

Objective function:

Constraints:

Z =l0ox+9Oy

0.4x+0.3y> 4,  A.2x+0.4Y <3,  O.2x+ Y> 4

Non negativity conditions, -r' Y > 0

For the following data of solar energy measurementsWlmz, determine, (a) samples data average' t ' (b)

sample standard deviation, o, using table method, (c) construct the data histogram, (d) six sigma class tables

un1i1 7 + 20 and percentage of data in each class, and (e) draw the control flow chart with the upper and lower

control limits of 711'5o .

Data Frequency Data Frequency Data Frequency Data Frequency

1004 5 996 6 1010 1 1000 8

990 3 1003 6 999 9 1009 I

1008 2 1006 2 100r 7 995 5

985 I 992 4 997 7 1011 1
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An automobile manufacturer needs to allocale a maximum sum of $2.5 x l06.between the development of twg
different car models. The profit expected from both the models is given by ,/'t 12, where x; denoles the money
allocated to model i (i = 1,2). Det€rmine the amounts to be allocated to the two models to maximize the profit
expected, using Lagrange MuhAUcB. Also delermine the maximum profit obtained.

The Lagrange multiplien for this constrained optimization, as the followings,

au. ,0G,  oaG".  .ndG^_n
-  * ' \ -  +  4++. . . . . . .  +  A^-  = u
dxt dxr dxr dxr

du  odG,  ndG,  . 4dG^_n
;- f  / \ -+ ,+2-  +. . . . . . .  *  /L^ ; -=rJ
dxz dxz dxz dxz

+* h+*4++....... *7 N-=s
dxn dxn dxn dx,

In a certain reservoir pump installation, the frst cost of the pipe is given by (50D2), where D is the diameter of
the pipe in centimeters. The cost of the reservoir decreases with an increase in the quantity of fluid handled and
is given by (20lQ). where Q is the rate at which the fluid is handled (cubic meters per second). The pumping cost
is given by (300Q2/D5). Find the optimal size of the pipe and the amount of fluid handled for minimum overall
cost.
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